1. Introduction {#se0010}
===============

Crashes due to lane departures account for the majority of highway fatalities and caused hundreds of human deaths, thousands of injuries, and billions of dollars in losses each year. It is reported in [@br0390]; [@br0400] that Malaysia has been ranked as the country with the highest fatalities per 100,000 of population in the world since 1996. From a global point of view, in 1999 the regional distribution of the 750,000 annual fatalities places almost half of them in Asia ([@br0390]; [@br0400]). A similar proportion of road fatalities in Asia holds for 2014 ([@br0010]). Furthermore, the road fatalities statistical data found in [@br0010]; [@br0390] shows an increasing trend in worldwide traffic fatalities, which agrees with the predicted future development of road fatalities in different regions of the world ([@br0450]; [@br0630]). Particularly in the region of South Asia, the predicted number of road fatalities for 2020 is more than 3.5 times higher than the total road fatalities recorded in 1990.

In response to this problem, Lane Keeping Assistance (LKA) ([@br0650]); Lane Departure Warning (LDW) ([@br0350]; [@br0510]; [@br0620]); Lane Following (LF) ([@br0410], [@br0430]); Lateral Control (LC); Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC); Collision Warning (CW) ([@br0500]), and Autonomous Vehicle Guidance ([@br0610]) have been called for by vehicle manufacturers to enhance vehicle safety.

In general, research on LDW can be divided into two classes. The first consists of those without control units, such as LDW and collision warning (CW). This passive safety system only collects information and sends a warning or reminder if necessary. These systems are usually implemented in Driving Assistant System (DAS), instead of in vehicles as part of autonomous vehicle guidance. The second type of system is designed with feedback, namely, an active safety system, and with the aim of affecting the vehicle\'s behaviour, which functions as a controller.

In the present paper, a passive type of LDW is proposed: a vision-based lane departure warning (VBLDW) framework. VBLDW includes vision-based lane detection (VBLD) followed by the computation of the lateral offset ratio (LOR). VBLD is composed of a pre-processing stage followed by a detection stage. The pre-processing stage of VBLD is made up of colour space conversion, region-of-interest extraction, and lane marking segmentation. The finite impulse response saturation autothreshold (FIRSA) lane marking segmentation method used in this paper is implemented by a 2D-Finite impulse response (2D-FIR) filter followed by a saturation function and autothreshold. The detection stage of VBLD is formed by the Hough transformation and peak detection, reverse Hough transformation, and the drawing of the lines detected in the original image. For performance evaluation of VBLDW, clips from real-life datasets have been used to evaluate the lane boundary detection rate and the lane departure detection rate.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section [2](#se0020){ref-type="sec"} begins with the introduction of VBLDW, which presents VBLD in subsection [2.1](#se0030){ref-type="sec"} and the LOR in subsection [2.2](#se0040){ref-type="sec"}. The experimental test bed and real-life datasets are presented in Section [3](#se0050){ref-type="sec"}, where the camera used in this work is described in subsection [3.1](#se0060){ref-type="sec"} and the real-life datasets are presented in subsection [3.2](#se0070){ref-type="sec"}. The experimental results and a discussion are presented in Section [4](#se0080){ref-type="sec"}. Some conclusions and some avenues for future research are presented in Section [5](#se0110){ref-type="sec"}.

2. Methodology {#se0020}
==============

As an essential part of an Intelligent Transport System (ITS), LDW plays a vital role in reducing road fatalities by giving a lane departure warning to drivers for any unintended lane departures. The proposed VBLDW is based on VBLD. 'Lane departure' means that a travelling vehicle is departing from its current lane or has a tendency to go across a lane boundary. As a result, the driver or monitoring system will see only one lane boundary moving towards the middle horizontally in the front view. Based on this fact, a lane departure can be determined by checking the horizontal position of each lane boundary ([@br0480]), which correspond to the *X*-coordinates of the bottom end-points of the lane boundary in the image plane. A warning is issued by the system when the vehicle comes within a defined distance from the lane boundary. [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"} shows a flow chart involving VBLD and the proposed VBLDW. In this section, the method of VBLD is introduced first in subsection [2.1](#se0030){ref-type="sec"}, which is then followed by a description of the LOR for the proposed VBLDW in subsection [2.2](#se0040){ref-type="sec"}.Figure 1Flow chart for vision-based lane detection and vision-based lane departure warning.Figure 1

2.1. Vision-based lane detection {#se0030}
--------------------------------

VBLD was developed in MATLAB Simulink. Basically, it has two stages: pre-processing and detection. The pre-processing stage has three main components: colour space conversion, a Region of Interest extraction, and FIRSA lane marking segmentation, in that order. The pre-processing stage uses the input image (Step 1 in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}) from a Logitech C525 camera [@br0470], which is fixed at the centre of the front windscreen to capture road footage ([@br0580]; [@br0590]). For simplicity, the camera is assumed to be set up so as to make the baseline horizontal, which ensures that the horizon is in the image and is parallel to the *X*-axis of the image plane. In this paper, it is assumed that the resolution of the image input to the pre-processing stage is $320 \times 180$ Red, Green, Blue (RGB).

The initial step is to convert the input RGB colour image to greyscale (Step 2 in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}). The reason for this is to reduce the processing time by lessening the amount of data to be processed. Equation [(1)](#fm0010){ref-type="disp-formula"} represents the function which is to be applied to the RGB image for this conversion. The original image from frame 1 of clip \#1 is shown in [Fig. 2](#fg0020){ref-type="fig"}, while [Fig. 3](#fg0030){ref-type="fig"} shows the converted greyscale image.$$\text{Greyscale} = \begin{bmatrix}
0.299 & 0.587 & 0.114 \\
 & & \\
\end{bmatrix}\begin{bmatrix}
R^{\prime} \\
G^{\prime} \\
B^{\prime} \\
 \\
\end{bmatrix}$$ Where$R^{\prime}$- Red component of the image.$G^{\prime}$- Green component of the image.$B^{\prime}$- Blue component of the image.Figure 2Original frame 1 image from clip \#1.Figure 2Figure 3RGB to greyscale conversion of the original frame 1 image from clip \#1.Figure 3

The reason for employing a pre-processing stage is because the images in videos taken in the real world contain significant outliers other than the actual lane markings. The images need to be properly prepared with outliers filtered out, depending on the requirements of different computer vision systems. This can be accomplished by extracting a Region of Interest (ROI) and then applying a lane marking segmentation. [Fig. 4](#fg0040){ref-type="fig"} shows the greyscale image after extracting the ROI from the original image. One can see that the bottom half of the image has been selected as the ROI ([@br0510]) (Step 3 in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}). Usually, the upper region of the image is considered to contain outliers due to unwanted features such as vehicles, road signs, and roadside trees. The image resolution of the ROI is reduced to $320 \times 90$.Figure 4Region of Interest in greyscale of the original frame 1 image from clip \#1.Figure 4

The flow chart of the FIRSA lane marking segmentation method has three main blocks: a 2-Dimensional Finite Impulse Response (2-D FIR) filter, a Saturation block, and an Autothreshold block, as illustrated in [Fig. 5](#fg0050){ref-type="fig"}. It is applied in Step 4 of VBLD, as shown in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}. The 2-D FIR filter is a basic filter for image processing, and is used to support edge extraction ([@br0030]) and noise removal ([@br0560]). Edge extraction is essential in image processing because edges represent a significant portion of the characteristics contained in an image, such as, in the context of lane detection, the lane markings painted on the road surface. In this paper, a 2-D FIR filter ([@br0600]) is used to extract these lane markings. The 2-D FIR edge extraction is designed for regions where the light intensity changes slowly. It can determine an edge and smooth the noise in a noisy image, simultaneously. It is also computationally more efficient than the popular Laplacian of Gaussian method ([@br0560]).Figure 5Flow chart of Finite Impulse Response Saturation Autothreshold lane marking segmentation.Figure 5

As in [@br0600], a 2-D FIR filtering operation in spatial convolution may be carried out be using a neighbourhood averaging method, where the $H\left( i,j \right)$ pixel value is changed to the $C\left( i,j \right)$ pixel value, as shown in Equation [(2)](#fm0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}. In Equation [(2)](#fm0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}, *A* denotes the filter kernel and ⁎ denotes the operation of convolution. The edge detection filter kernel in this case is $1 \times 3$ and each pixel in the filter kernel is as shown in Equation [(3)](#fm0030){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$C\left( i,j \right) = \sum\limits_{m = 0}^{(Ma - 1)}\sum\limits_{n = 0}^{(Na - 1)}A\left( m,n \right) \ast H\left( i - m,j - n \right)$$$$A = \begin{bmatrix}
{- 1} & 0 & 1 \\
 & & \\
\end{bmatrix}$$ where $0 \leq i < Ma + Mh - 1$ and $0 \leq j < Na + Nh - 1$ for full output size; replicate padding is applied for the reference pixels outside the image boundary. $C\left( i,j \right)$ is the filtered image, $H\left( i,j \right)$ is the ROI greyscale image, *A* is the filter kernel, $m,\ n$ are the discrete spatial coordinates of the filter kernel, $Ma,\ Na$ are the original image dimensions, and $Mh,\ Nh$ are the filter kernel dimensions. Suppose that the filter kernel pixels are given as shown in [Fig. 6](#fg0060){ref-type="fig"} and every pixel of the filter kernel is assumed to satisfy $- 1 \leq m \leq 1$. Since the filter kernel in Equation [(3)](#fm0030){ref-type="disp-formula"} is a single row filter kernel, Equation [(2)](#fm0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be reduced to Equation [(4)](#fm0040){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$C\left( i,j \right) = \sum\limits_{m = - 1}^{m = 1}A\left( m,n \right) \ast H\left( i - m,j \right)$$Figure 6Discrete spatial coordinates of the filter kernel.Figure 6

[Figs. 7a-7b](#fg0070){ref-type="fig"} show the input ROI greyscale image and the surface plot of the input ROI greyscale image for frame 1 of clip \#1, respectively. An irregularity is observed in the input ROI greyscale image surface plot, as shown in [Fig. 7](#fg0070){ref-type="fig"}b), due to unwanted noise appearing on the road surface and side road. Still, the lane markings appear as white pixels in [Fig. 7](#fg0070){ref-type="fig"}a and can be translated as the peaks in the *Z*-axis of the surface plot in [Fig. 7](#fg0070){ref-type="fig"}b. In order to remove unwanted noise pixels appearing in the input ROI greyscale image and distinctly extract the lane markings, the 2-D FIR filter is then applied to the input ROI greyscale image. [Figs. 7c-7d](#fg0070){ref-type="fig"} show the filtered image and the surface plot of filtered image for frame 1 of clip \#1, respectively. From the filtered image and surface plot of the filtered image, it can be seen that the lane markings white pixels in [Fig. 7](#fg0070){ref-type="fig"}c clearly stand out from the rest of the image pixels, which translates into distinct peaks with the flat reference surface at zero intensity in [Fig. 7](#fg0070){ref-type="fig"}d. Still, non-positive distinct peaks are observed in the surface plot of the filtered image in [Fig. 7](#fg0070){ref-type="fig"}d due to the $\lbrack - 1\ 0\ 1\rbrack$ filter kernel used in 2-D FIR. Hence, in order to remove the non-positive distinct peaks appearing in [Fig. 7](#fg0070){ref-type="fig"}d, a saturation is applied to the filtered image, as shown in the flow chart of the FIRSA lane marking segmentation method in [Fig. 5](#fg0050){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 7Images (a), (c), and (e) represent the input Region of Interest greyscale image, filtered image, and saturated image for frame 1 of clip \#1, respectively. Images (b), (d), and (f) represent the surface plot of the greyscale image, the surface plot of the filtered image, and the surface plot of the saturated image for frame 1 of clip \#1, respectively.Figure 7

The output signal of the 2-D FIR is connected to a saturation block, as shown in [Fig. 5](#fg0050){ref-type="fig"}, which produces an output signal that is the value of the input signal bounded to the upper saturation value of (1) and lower saturation value of (0). The specified upper and lower limits are used to saturate the unwanted range of signals ($C(i,j) < 0$). [Figs. 7e-7f](#fg0070){ref-type="fig"} show the saturated image and the surface plot of the saturated image for frame 1 of clip \#1, respectively. It can be seen that the non-positive distinct peaks have been saturated to a reference intensity value of (0). The saturated signals are then connected to the autothreshold block, as shown in [Fig. 5](#fg0050){ref-type="fig"}.

The autothreshold block in the flow chart of FIRSA lane marking segmentation method as shown in [Fig. 5](#fg0050){ref-type="fig"} is a binarization step, which is required to highlight the lane marking of the filtering images. The core problem of binarization is how to determine the optimal threshold: if the threshold is excessively large, then a lane edge point will be missed or some redundant information will be detected. The FIRSA lane marking segmentation method employs Otsu thresholding for the binarization ([@br0530]). In Otsu thresholding, the histogram of the image pixel values is examined so as to choose a threshold automatically. The idea of Otsu thresholding is to search for two peaks: one representing a foreground pixel value and one representing a background pixel value, and choose a point in between these two peaks as the threshold value. Frame 1 of the filtered clip \#1 is chosen and Otsu thresholding is applied to get a normalized threshold value. Then, the normalized threshold value (red solid line) is plotted together with the histogram for the filtered frame 1 of clip \#1 as shown in [Fig. 8](#fg0080){ref-type="fig"}. The thresholded image is shown in [Fig. 9](#fg0090){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 8Histogram and a normalized threshold (red solid line) for the filtered frame 1 of clip \#1.Figure 8Figure 9Thresholded image for filtered frame 1 of clip \#1.Figure 9

The Hough transform (HT) [@br0050] is a technique that recognizes a specific configuration of points in an image, such as a lane segment, curve, or other pattern. The fundamental principle is that the form sought may be expressed via a known function depending on a set of parameters. A particular instance of the form sought is therefore entirely specified by the values taken by such a set of parameters.

For example, by taking Equation [(5)](#fm0050){ref-type="disp-formula"} as the representation of straight lanes, any straight lane is entirely specified by the value of the parameters $(a,b)$. Equivalently, if one takes a different type of representation, as in Equation [(6)](#fm0060){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the straight lane is completely specified by the pair $(\rho,\theta)$.$$Y = aX + b$$$$\rho = X\cos\left( \theta \right) + Y\sin\left( \theta \right)$$

For illustrating the detection stage operation, the edge detection is performed on frame 1 of clip \#1, shown in [Fig. 9](#fg0090){ref-type="fig"}, in order to find the left and right edges of the segmented lane markings in the binary image. In this paper, a standard Hough transformation is used for the edge detection of the lane markings (Step 5 in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}). [Fig. 10](#fg0100){ref-type="fig"} shows the result of the Hough transformation in the parameter plane for frame 1 of clip \#1 image with theta, *θ*. The resolution is set to $\pi/180$ radians and the *ρ* resolution is configured to 1. The range of *θ* is set to −1.2217 radians to 1.1868 radians. Local maxima detection is applied to the parameter plane to extract the peaks that correspond to the left and right lane boundaries (Step 5 in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}). [Fig. 10](#fg0100){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of this local maxima detection, with the highlighted two red squares indicating the right and left lane boundaries at $( - 0.8901,120)$ and $(1.1,58)$. The configuration for the extraction of the local maxima is that two local maxima are sought, the neighbourhood size is $\lbrack 319\ 89\rbrack$, and the threshold is 1.Figure 10Hough transformation and Hough peaks (two red squares) in parameter plane for frame 1 of clip \#1.Figure 10

A reserve Hough transformation is carried out on the Hough peaks in order to display the detected lane boundaries for frame 1 of clip \#1 (Step 6 in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}). This step involves the identification of the Cartesian coordinates of the intersection of the reference image boundary lines and the lines described by constant pairs $(\rho,\theta)$. [Fig. 11](#fg0110){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of Line 1 intersecting the boundaries of the reference image at $\lbrack(X_{11},Y_{11})\ (X_{12},Y_{12})\rbrack$ and Line 2 intersecting the boundaries at $\lbrack(X_{21},Y_{21})\ (X_{22},Y_{22})\rbrack$. The Cartesian coordinates of $(X_{11},Y_{11})$, $(X_{12},Y_{12})$, $(X_{21},Y_{21})$, and $(X_{22},Y_{22})$ can be calculated from Equation [(6)](#fm0060){ref-type="disp-formula"}. [Fig. 12](#fg0120){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of the reverse Hough transformation applied to the ROI greyscale image for frame 1 of clip \#1 as the ground truth. The image boundary intersection points are highlighted in a black 'X-mark' with the solid black lines representing the Hough lines, as shown in [Fig. 12](#fg0120){ref-type="fig"}. Both of the Hough lines are in line with the ground truth for the left and right lane boundaries. The $( - 0.8901,120)$ Hough peak indicates the left lane boundary and the $(1.1,58)$ Hough peak indicates the right lane boundary.Figure 11Example of intersection of Hough lines.Figure 11Figure 12Hough lines of the Region of Interest greyscale image for frame 1 of clip \#1.Figure 12

The Cartesian coordinates for $(Y_{11})$, $(Y_{12})$, $(Y_{21})$, and $(Y_{22})$ are required to be extended for another 90 pixels vertically due to the selection of the bottom half of the image as the ROI. The Cartesian coordinates for $(X_{11},Y_{11})$ and $(X_{12},Y_{12})$ are linked with an overlay red line that corresponds to the left lane boundary (Step 7 in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}). The Cartesian coordinates for $(X_{21},Y_{21})$ and $(X_{22},Y_{22})$ are linked with an overlay red line that corresponds to the right lane boundary (Step 7 in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}). Both overlaid red lines show a correct lane detection for the original image for frame 1 of clip \#1, as shown in [Fig. 13](#fg0130){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 13Correct lane detection for frame 1 of clip \#1.Figure 13

2.2. Lateral offset ratio {#se0040}
-------------------------

The lateral offset of the vehicle with respect to the centre of the lane has been used to predict lane departure, as in [@br0540]; [@br0490]. However, the existing techniques depend on some kind of camera calibration procedure to obtain the offset, while the proposed VBLDW framework does not require any intrinsic or extrinsic camera parameters ([@br0420]). In this paper, both *X*-coordinates of the bottom end-points ($X_{12}$ and $X_{22}$) of the lane boundary in the image plane, as described in subsection [2.1](#se0030){ref-type="sec"}, will be analysed for each frame for the computation of the LOR (Step 8 in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}):$$\text{LOR} = \frac{\min\left\lbrack \left\{ \left| X_{22} - X_{m} \right| \right\},\left\{ \left| X_{m} - X_{12} \right| \right\} \right\rbrack - T_{H}X_{m}}{T_{H}X_{m}}$$ where $T_{H}$ is the lane departure warning threshold, set to a constant value of 0.8, $X_{12}$ is the detected left bottom end-point of the right lane boundary, $X_{22}$ is the detected right bottom end-point of the right lane boundary, and $X_{m}$ is one-half of the horizontal width of the image plane. Based on ISO 17361:2007 ([@br0380]), there is no specification of how early the warning threshold should be made before crossing the lane. However, there is a warning threshold reference provided in ISO 17361:2007 ([@br0380]), which states that the reference warning threshold is placed roughly at 80% of the lane width from the centre of the lane boundary. The absolute value $\left| X_{m} - X_{12} \right|$ indicates the horizontal pixel distance between the detected $X_{m}$ and $X_{12}$ in the image plane. The absolute value $\left| X_{22} - X_{m} \right|$ indicates the horizontal pixel distance between the detected $X_{22}$ and $X_{m}$ in the image plane. The min function is used to select the minimum element of $\left| X_{m} - X_{12} \right|$ and $\left| X_{22} - X_{m} \right|$ for each frame. The difference between the selected minimum element and $T_{H}X_{m}$ indicates the horizontal pixel distance between the warning threshold and the detected $X_{12}$ or $X_{22}$. Hence, the LOR is defined as the ratio between the horizontal pixel distance between the warning threshold and the detected $X_{12}$ or $X_{22}$ and the horizontal pixel distance between the warning threshold and $X_{m}$. The projection of a road in the image plane for determining the LOR can be seen in [Fig. 14](#fg0140){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 14Projection of a road in image plane.Figure 14

If the vehicle is travelling parallel to the lane boundaries and exactly at the centre of the lane, then the LOR as a function of the left bottom end-point of the left lane boundary, $X_{12}$, the right bottom end-point of the right lane boundary, $X_{22}$, one-half the horizontal width of the image plane, $X_{m}$, and the warning threshold, $T_{H}$, will be constant and equal to 0.25. If the vehicle is travelling parallel to the lane boundaries but displaced from the centre of the lane, LOR will still be constant, but with a value smaller than 0.25 (in fact, this value can be close to −1 if the vehicle is close to a lane boundary). In this case, no lane departure warning signal should be triggered, because the vehicle does not appear to be leaving its lane. If the vehicle is travelling towards a lane boundary from the centre of the lane, LOR will decrease from 0.25 to −1. In this case, a lane departure warning signal should be triggered, because the vehicle appears to be leaving its lane. Hence, the 'Lane Departure' text is displayed in the sequence of images in video clip \#5, as shown in [Figs. 15b-15h](#fg0150){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 15Sequence of images in video clip \#5 demonstrating the detected lane departure.Figure 15

[Table 1](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} shows the lane departure identification using LOR (Step 9 in [Fig. 1](#fg0010){ref-type="fig"}). LOR ranges from −1 to 0.25. The range of values of LOR for a lane departure zone is −1≤ LOR ≤0. In addition, a LOR value equal to zero indicates the vehicle is crossing the warning threshold. Hence, a lane departure warning signal is issued. The range of values of LOR for the no lane departure zone is 0\< LOR ≤0.25 with the maximum value of LOR indicating that the vehicle is located at the centre of the lane. Hence, no lane departure warning signal is issued. The minimum value of LOR =−1 indicates that the vehicle is crossing one of the lane boundaries. Hence, a lane departure warning signal is issued.Table 1Lane departure identification using lateral offset ratio.Table 1LORLane Departure IdentificationLOR = 0.25No lane departure0\< LOR ≤0.25No lane departureLOR =0Lane Departure−1≤ LOR ≤0Lane departureLOR =−1Lane Departure

[Fig. 16](#fg0160){ref-type="fig"} shows the LOR and lane departure detection (LOR ≤0) for the sequence of images at intervals of 20 frames of video clip \#5 that were used in [Fig. 15](#fg0150){ref-type="fig"}. [Fig. 16](#fg0160){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the sequence of images of a right departing vehicle. At frame 5600 of clip \#5, as shown in [Fig. 15](#fg0150){ref-type="fig"}a, the LOR has a value of 0.1875, which reflects the fact that the vehicle is still within the no lane departure zone (LOR $> \ 0$). Hence, there is no 'Lane Departure' text displayed in frame 5600. At frame 5620 of clip \#5 as shown in [Fig. 15](#fg0150){ref-type="fig"}b, the LOR is equal to −0.0234, which reflects the fact that the vehicle has moved from the centre of the lane and crossed the warning threshold (LOR $\leq \ 0$). Hence, the text 'Lane Departure' is displayed in frame 5620. For frames 5640 and 5660 as shown in [Figs. 15c-15d](#fg0150){ref-type="fig"}, a decreasing trend of LOR values (−0.3281 to −0.7266) is observed in [Fig. 16](#fg0160){ref-type="fig"}, which reflects the fact that the vehicle is going to cross the lane boundary and is still in the lane departure zone (LOR $\leq \ 0$). Hence, the text 'Lane Departure' is displayed in frames 5640 and 5660.Figure 16Lateral offset ratio and lane departure detection (LOR ≤0) for the sequence of images in video clip \#5 as shown in [Fig. 15](#fg0150){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 16

For frames 5680 to 5720 in [Figs. 15e-15g](#fg0150){ref-type="fig"}, an increasing trend of LOR (−0.8281 to −0.4688 to −0.1719) is observed in [Fig. 16](#fg0160){ref-type="fig"}, which reflects the fact that the vehicle has just crossed the lane boundary and is still moving within the lane departure zone (LOR $\leq \ 0$). Hence, the text 'Lane Departure' is displayed in frames 5680, 5700, and 5720. For frame 5740 as shown in [Fig. 15](#fg0150){ref-type="fig"}h, the LOR is 0, which reflects the fact that the vehicle is crossing the warning threshold (LOR $= \ 0$). Hence, the text 'Lane Departure' is displayed in frame 5740. For frames 5760 and 5780 as shown in [Figs. 15i-15j](#fg0150){ref-type="fig"}, the LOR is 0.0547 and 0.0781, which reflects the fact that the vehicle is located within the no lane departure zone (LOR $> \ 0$). Hence, there are no 'Lane Departure' texts displayed in frames 5760 and 5780.

3. Instrumentation {#se0050}
==================

The proposed VBLDW has been implemented with MATLAB and Simulink, under the operating system Windows 10, using Intel 4 cores @ 1.6GHz processor and 4 GB RAM. [Fig. 17](#fg0170){ref-type="fig"} shows the flow chart of road footage acquisition in off-line mode so that trimming could be done on the video clip footage before running the proposed VBLDW simulation. The experimental test bed is shown in [Fig. 18](#fg0180){ref-type="fig"} and a schematic diagram for the camera position is shown in [Fig. 19](#fg0190){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 17Test bed for acquiring real-life datasets.Figure 17Figure 18The experimental setup.Figure 18Figure 19Attached camera position in sectional view.Figure 19

3.1. Logitech C525 camera {#se0060}
-------------------------

The video sensing device that was used to collect the road footage was Logitech C525 ([@br0470]). This camera was attached to the front windscreen at a height of 1.045 mabove the ground and located at the centre of the windscreen, as shown in [Fig. 19](#fg0190){ref-type="fig"}. The frame rate of the road footage is 30 frames per second (FPS). Since the frame size has an enormous impact on the total speed of the system, the image resolution was reduced to $320 \times 180$ after being captured from the camera, for real-time image processing.

3.2. Real-life datasets {#se0070}
-----------------------

The real-life datasets of road footages were acquired in the same rate ($30\ \text{Hz}$) and trimmed into corresponding clip numbering as presented in [Table 2](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"} for daytime and night-time driving environments, respectively. Real-life datasets contained road footages of daytime and night-time driving environments in urban roads and highway. [Table 2](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"} shows the descriptions of captured daytime road footage clips on urban roads except clip \#1 on highway, which contained multiple occurrences of lane departure. Road surface conditions such as worn lane markings, glare, reflections, wet, other road markings like arrow marks, and occluded lane markings during daytime driving environment were observed.Table 2Road footage descriptions for lane detection and lane departure detection in a daytime driving environment.Table 2Clip no.TrafficLane marking typeRoad surface conditionNo. of frameNo. of lane1 ([@br0060])ModerateSolid, broken, straightOccluded lane markings, worn lane markings194677842 ([@br0070])HeavySolid, broken, straight, curvedOccluded lane markings, other road markings, worn lane markings3296131843 ([@br0080])LightSolid, broken, straight, curvedOccluded lane markings, other road markings, wet, worn lane markings, reflections4496134884 ([@br0090])ModerateSolid, broken, straightOccluded lane markings, wet, worn lane markings, reflections155646685 ([@br0280])LightSolid, broken, straight, curvedOccluded lane markings, other road markings, glare, worn lane markings, reflections7049228026 ([@br0290])Very heavySolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, reflections240080217 ([@br0300])ModerateSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings, worn lane markings8400280988 ([@br0310])ModerateSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings, worn lane markings255088279 ([@br0320])HeavySolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings, worn lane markings37501233510 ([@br0100])ModerateSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings2100630011 ([@br0110])LightSolid, broken, straightOther road markings, occluded lane markings2100654912 ([@br0120])ModerateSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings2520982013 ([@br0130])LightSolid, broken, straightOther road markings, occluded lane markings5391617**Total42702143493**Table 3Road footage descriptions for lane detection and lane departure detection in a night-time driving environment.Table 3Clip no.TrafficLane marking typeRoad surface conditionNo. of frameNo. of lane14 ([@br0140])ModerateSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings, night glare, worn lane markings127195087615 ([@br0150])LightSolid, broken, straightOther road markings, occluded lane markings, night glare510153016 ([@br0160])ModerateSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings, night glare1829548717 ([@br0170])LightSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings, night glare1079323718 ([@br0180])LightSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, night glare32998719 ([@br0190])LightSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings, night glare, worn lane markings1739521720 ([@br0200])LightSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings, night glare23971721 ([@br0210])LightSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings, night glare869260722 ([@br0220])LightSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings, night glare630189023 [@br0230]LightSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings, night glare2070621024 ([@br0240])LightSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings, night glare900270025 ([@br0250])LightSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings, night glare, worn lane markings2550765026 ([@br0260])LightSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings, other road markings, night glare, worn lane markings720216027 ([@br0270])ModerateSolid, broken, straight, curvedOther road markings, occluded lane markings, night glare, worn lane markings10793237**Total2726294505**

[Table 3](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"} shows the descriptions of captured night-time road footage clips on urban roads except clip \#14 on highway, which contained multiple occurrences of lane departure. Road surface conditions such as worn lane markings, night glare, other road markings like arrow marks, and occluded lane markings during night-time driving environment are also considered in the experiment investigation. The evaluation will be done in frame by frame basic ([@br0040]). In total, the real-life datasets contained approximately 69964 frames and 237998 lane boundaries under daytime and night-time driving environments.

4. Results & discussion {#se0080}
=======================

The effectiveness of VBLD and VBLDW are investigated in this section. The real-life datasets shown in [Table 2](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"} contained all three test scenarios, namely straight road, curved road, and false alarms. The performance of VBLD and VBLDW in lane detection and lane departure detection will be evaluated under daytime and night-time driving environments. The lane detection results for VBLD will be compared with the existing lane detection algorithms reported in the literature. Whereas, the overall lane departure detection results for VBLDW is presented. The performance evaluation of lane detection and lane departure detection are summarised in subsection [4.1](#se0090){ref-type="sec"}. While, the comparison of lane detection results and overall lane departure detection results for VBLDW are summarised in subsection [4.2](#se0100){ref-type="sec"}.

4.1. Performance evaluation of lane detection and lane departure detection {#se0090}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The lane detection results under daytime and night-time driving environments are presented in [Table 4](#tbl0040){ref-type="table"}, [Table 5](#tbl0050){ref-type="table"}, respectively. In order to evaluate the performance of VBLD, the number of lanes per frame, the number of detected lanes per frame, the number of correctly detected lanes per frame, and the number of false positive lanes per frame, were manually counted on a frame to frame basis. Equations [(8)](#fm0080){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(9)](#fm0090){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(10)](#fm0100){ref-type="disp-formula"} present the formulas used for the total number of detected lanes, the detection rate, and the false positive rate, respectively.$$N_{T} = N_{D} + N_{F}$$$$\text{Lane\ detection\ rate} = \frac{N_{D}}{N_{T}} \times 100\text{\%}$$$$\text{False\ positive\ rate\ in\ lane\ detection} = \frac{N_{F}}{N_{T}} \times 100\text{\%}$$ Where$N_{T}$- Total number of detected lane.$N_{D}$- Total number of correctly detected lane.$N_{F}$- Total number of false positive lane.Table 4Lane detection results for VBLD in a daytime driving environment.Table 4Clip no.No. of detected laneNo. of correctly detected laneLane detection rate, %No. of false positive laneFalse positive rate, %13892375496.451383.5526592568086.1791213.8338992877097.532222.4743112283891.202748.805140941321293.748826.2664800466997.271312.737167961588694.579125.4385100496697.371342.6397500727396.972273.03104200412698.24741.76114200408397.211172.79125039494098.04991.9613107784077.9923722.01**Total853948103594.0643595.94**Table 5Lane detection results for VBLD in a night-time driving environment.Table 5Clip no.No. of detected laneNo. of correctly detected laneLane detection rate, %No. of false positive laneFalse positive rate, %14254382482197.576172.4315102098996.96313.04163658358297.92782.13172158212998.66291.341865864898.48101.52193478310089.1337810.872047845595.19234.81211738173099.5480.46221260121996.75413.25234140402597.221152.78241800177498.56261.44255100451488.5158611.49261440129690.0014410272158195590.592039.41**Total545245223795.3622894.64**

In clips \#1-\#13, 96.45%, 86.17%, 97.53%, 91.20%, 93.74%, 97.27%, 94.57%, 97.37%, 96.97%, 98.24%, 97.21%, 98.04% and 77.99% of 3892, 6592, 8992, 3112, 14094, 4800, 16796, 5100, 7500, 4200, 4200, 5039, and 1077 lanes were detected correctly with 3.55%, 13.83%, 2.47%, 8.80%, 6.26%, 2.73%, 5.43%, 2.63%, 3.03%, 1.76%, 2.79%, 1.96%, and 22.01% false positive rate in lane detection in a daytime driving environment as shown in [Table 4](#tbl0040){ref-type="table"}, respectively. Although it was noticed that the worn lane markings in clips \#1-\#5 and \#7-\#9 are more significant than the other clips in a daytime driving environment, still the lane detection rate in clips \#1, \#3, \#7, \#8, and \#9 are maintained above 94%. In fact, the worn lane markings found in clips \#1-\#5 and \#7-\#9 were only applied on small portion of the printed lane markings on road surface and still visible in a daytime driving environment. Nevertheless, VBLD is still capable to detect the worn lane markings successfully in moderate to heavy traffic flow. It is also observed that the shadow of moving vehicle as shown in [Fig. 20](#fg0200){ref-type="fig"}d does not affect the lane detection result of VBLD. [Fig. 20](#fg0200){ref-type="fig"}d shows correct lane detection, which contained shadow of moving vehicle under daytime and heavy raining driving environment.Figure 20Frame images of correct lane detection and lane departure detection in a daytime driving environment using VBLDW.Figure 20

Frame images of correct lane detection for lane markings can be seen at frames 1183, 1341, 1356, 1341, 6776, 0564, 7437, 1696, 0110, 0255, 1224, 1397, and 0365 in clips \#1-\#13, as shown in [Figs. 20a-20m](#fg0200){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. Whereas, frame images of false positive lane detection, such as a worn lane markings, wet road surface, other road markings like arrow sign painted on the road surface, occluded lane markings, junction box, glare, and reflections shown in [Figs. 21a-21m](#fg0210){ref-type="fig"} were observed at frames 1511, 0373, 4480, 0231, 2915, 1718, 7298, 1004, 0398, 0378, 1910, 2000, and 0231 in clips \#1-\#13, respectively.Figure 21Frame images of false positive lane detection and lane departure detection results in a daytime driving environment using VBLDW.Figure 21

In clips \#14-\#27, 97.57%, 96.96%, 97.92%, 98.66%, 98.48%, 89.13%, 95.19%, 99.54%, 96.75%, 97.22%, 98.56%, 88.51%, 90.00%, and 90.59% of 25438, 1020, 3658, 2158, 658, 3478, 478, 1738, 1260, 4140, 1800, 5100, 1440, and 2158 lanes were detected correctly, with 2.43%, 3.04%, 2.13%, 1.34%, 1.52%, 10.87%, 4.81%, 0.46%, 3.25%, 2.78%, 1.44%, 11.49%, 10.00%, and 9.41% false positive rate in lane detection in a night-time driving environment as shown in [Table 5](#tbl0050){ref-type="table"}, respectively. Although the driving environment in clips \#14-\#27 were at night-time environment, and clips \#1-\#13 were at daytime, still the lane detection rates in night-time driving environment are comparable to those of clips in daytime driving environment. Hence, the driving environment isn\'t an important factor affecting the performance of the lane detection. Instead, sufficient illumination in ROI for revealing the road features like lane markings is an essential factor to be considered in determining the performance of VBLD in a night-time driving environment. Besides, VBLD was also successfully detected the lane markings as shown in [Fig. 22](#fg0220){ref-type="fig"}c, particularly in total darkness driving environment with only illumination comes from vehicle headlights. Based on observation, majority of frame images in clips \#14-\#18 and \#21-\#24 were under sufficient illumination from the road lamps, which resulted above 96% lane detection rate in a night-time driving environment. In addition, the quality of the road surface conditions, such as the clearness of the road features like lane markings and sufficient illumination to reveal the road surface conditions, were fundamentally better on highway compared to urban roads.Figure 22Frame images of correct lane detection and lane departure detection results in a night-time driving environment using VBLDW.Figure 22

Frame images of correct lane detection for lane markings can be seen at frames 04079, 0070, 0144, 0713, 0270, 0758, 0077, 0119, 0066, 1653, 0096, 2497, 0131, and 0125 in clips \#14-\#27, as shown in [Figs. 22a-22n](#fg0220){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. Frame images of false positive lane detection, such as the worn lane markings, occluded lane markings, night glare, and other road markings like arrow sign shown in [Figs. 23a-23n](#fg0230){ref-type="fig"}, were detected at frames 06224, 0184, 1814, 0227, 0293, 0466, 0201, 0025, 0319, 0097, 0887, 1913, 0305, and 0741 in clips \#14-\#27, respectively. The experiment results show the effectiveness of VBLD in detecting lane markings under challenging driving environments. In average, 94.06% and 95.36% of lane markings were detected correctly in daytime and night-time driving environments, respectively.Figure 23Frame images of false positive lane detection and lane departure detection results in a night-time driving environment using VBLDW.Figure 23

The lane departure detection results based on VBLDW in daytime and night-time driving environments are presented in [Table 6](#tbl0060){ref-type="table"}, [Table 7](#tbl0070){ref-type="table"}, respectively. For the performance evaluation of lane departure detection, the number of lane departure frame, the number of detected lane departure frame, and the number of false positive frame were counted manually on a frame to frame basis. Equations [(11)](#fm0110){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(12)](#fm0120){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(13)](#fm0130){ref-type="disp-formula"} represent the formulas used for total number of lane departure frame, detection rate, and false positive rate, respectively.$$N_{TL} = N_{DL} + N_{FL}$$$$\text{Lane\ departure\ detection\ rate} = \frac{N_{DL}}{N_{TL}} \times 100\text{\%}$$$$\text{False\ positive\ rate\ in\ lane\ departure\ detection} = \frac{N_{FL}}{N_{TL}} \times 100\text{\%}$$ Where$N_{TL}$- Total number of detected lane departure frame.$N_{DL}$- Total number of correctly detected lane departure frame.$N_{FL}$- Total number of false positive lane departure frame.Table 6Lane departure detection results for VBLDW in a daytime driving environment.Table 6Clip no.No. of detected lane departure frameNo. of correctly detected lane departure frameLane departure detection rate, %No. of false positive lane departure frameFalse positive rate, %130225785.104514.90278359976.5018423.50356647583.929116.08422110346.6011853.4052020174686.4427413.56678975495.56354.4473166296993.781976.228804961.253138.75946945797.44122.56102000.0020100.0011831831100.0000.001280677195.66354.3413359359100.0000.00**Total10412937078.63104221.37**Table 7Lane departure detection results for VBLDW in a night-time driving environment.Table 7Clip no.No. of detected lane departure frameNo. of correctly detected lane departure frameLane departure detection rate, %No. of false positive lane departure frameFalse positive rate, %142295184680.4444919.56151079790.65109.351649843887.956012.051714813691.89128.111815314393.46106.541969238555.6430744.362012111494.2175.792118818196.2873.722232831596.04133.962381874190.59779.412417014987.652112.352590561868.2928731.712627320575.096824.912740025664.0014436.00**Total7096562483.73147216.27**

In clips \#1-\#13, 85.10%, 76.50%, 83.92%, 46.60%, 86.44%, 95.56%, 93.78%, 61.25%, 97.44%, 0.00%, 100.00%, 95.66%, and 100.00% of 302, 783, 566, 221, 2020, 789, 3156, 80, 469, 20, 831, 806,and 359 lane departure frames were detected correctly with 14.90%, 23.50%, 16.08%, 53.40%, 13.56%, 4.44%, 6.22%, 38.75%, 2.56%, 100.00%, 0.00%, 4.34% and 0.00% false positive rate in a daytime driving environment, respectively. Although clip \#10 was found to have zero lane departure detection rate, but the number of falsely detected lane departure frames were insignificant (20 frames) to be considered in statistical analysis. Nevertheless, clips \#6, \#9, \#11, \#12, and \#13 achieved above 95% lane departure detection rate in a daytime driving environment.

Frame images of correct lane departure detection can be seen at frames 1183, 1341, 1356, 1341, 6776, 0564, 7437, 1696, 0110, 0255, 1224, 1397, and 0365 in clips \#1-\#13, shown in [Figs. 20a-20m](#fg0200){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. Frame images of false positive lane departure detection can be seen at frames 1511, 0373, 4480, 0231, 2915, 1718, 7298, 1004, 0398, 0378, 1910, 2000, and 0231 in clips \#1-\#13, shown in [Figs. 21a-21m](#fg0210){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. The falsely detected arrow sign painted on the road surface, occluded lane markings, and worn lane markings were the root cause of false positive lane departure detection, which contributed an incorrect LOR computation. Hence, 'Lane Departure' text was wrongly displayed in those frame images, in spite of the fact that the vehicle was at the centre of the lane. It was also noticed that the lane departure detection results using VBLD are highly reliant on the lane detection results using the prior VBLD in a daytime driving environment.

In clips \#14-\#27, 80.44%, 90.65%, 87.95%, 91.89%, 93.46%, 55.64%, 94.21%, 96.28%, 96.04%, 90.59%, 87.65%, 68.29%, 75.09%, and 64.00% of 2295, 107, 498, 148, 153, 692, 121, 188, 328, 818, 170, 905, 273, and 400 lane departure frames were detected correctly, with 19.56%, 9.35%, 12.05%, 8.11%, 6.54%, 44.36%, 5.79%, 3.72%, 3.96%, 9.41%, 12.35%, 31.71%, 24.91%, and 36.00% false positive rate in a night-time driving environment, respectively. It was observed that the lane departure detection performance deteriorated under conditions of low illumination, which reflects the independence of VBLDW\'s lane departure detection results from the prior algorithm. In fact, illumination that is insufficient to reveal the condition of the road features was the essential factor that contributed to the higher false positive rate of lane departure detection in a total darkness driving environment. Thus, this error propagated into the LOR computation, which resulted falsely LDW albeit the driven vehicle was at the centre of the lane.

Frame images of correct lane departure detection can be seen at frames 04079, 0070, 0144, 0713, 0270, 0758, 0077, 0119, 0066, 1653, 0096, 2497, 0131, and 0125 in clips \#14-\#27, shown in [Fig. 22a-22n](#fg0220){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. Frame images of false positive lane departure detection can be seen at frames 06224, 0184, 1814, 0227, 0293, 0466, 0201, 0025, 0319, 0097, 0887, 1913, 0305, and 0741 in clips \#14-\#27, as shown in [Fig. 23a-23n](#fg0230){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. In spite of the fact that the vehicle was being driven in the centre of the lane, the worn lane markings, falsely detected vehicle from the side, falsely detected arrow sign, and tree shadows found in clips \#14-\#27 had caused false positive lane departure detection. Thus, 'Lane Departure' text was wrongly displayed in those frame images. The experiment results show the effectiveness of VBLDW in detecting lane departures under challenging driving environments namely daytime and night-time. In average, 78.63% and 83.73% of lane departures were detected correctly in daytime and night-time driving environments, respectively.

4.2. Comparison of lane detection and lane departure detection {#se0100}
--------------------------------------------------------------

FIRSA and benchmark lane marking segmentation methods are implemented and included in [Table 8](#tbl0080){ref-type="table"} for comparative performance evaluation using clips \#1-\#4. The benchmark methods use lane marking segmentation method found on the Canny, Sobel, Prewitt, and Roberts algorithms, followed by Hough transform to detect lane markings. [Table 8](#tbl0080){ref-type="table"} shows that the FIRSA lane marking segmentation method performs better than the benchmark lane marking segmentation methods for clips \#1 and \#3, which represents a common situations in the highway and urban roads, respectively. In spite of highest lane detection rate in clips \#1 and \#3, FIRSA lane marking segmentation method possesses some instability when it comes to clip \#2, which achieving lane detection rate of 86.17% and false positive rate of 13.83%. FIRSA lane marking segmentation method encountered slightly higher false positive rate mainly due to the incorrect lane marking detection, particularly the one on the right lane marking as illustrated in [Fig. 21](#fg0210){ref-type="fig"}b. Instead of detecting the right lane marking for driving direction, the FIRSA lane marking segmentation method falsely detected the right lane marking for oncoming driving direction. Hence, the false positive detection result. Clip \#4 brings a slight advantage in favour of Roberts lane marking segmentation method, while in other two scenarios in clips \#1 and \#3, the FIRSA lane marking segmentation method seems to have better performance than Roberts method. This situation can be related to the poor illumination during heavy rain weather and unpredictable illumination interference of vehicles. Hence, FIRSA lane marking segmentation method may perform poorly than it does during sunny weather, which is reflected experimentally in [Table 8](#tbl0080){ref-type="table"}. It is concluded that, during rainy weather, the successfulness of VBLD using FIRSA lane marking segmentation method mainly depends on clarity of the printed lane markings on road surface and sometimes depend on illumination availability on the road.Table 8Comparison of lane marking segmentation methods for clips \#1-\#4.Table 8ClipMethodLane detection rate, %False positive rate, %**1FIRSA96.453.55**1Canny43.6356.371Sobel74.2025.801Prewitt72.6127.391Roberts76.5723.43**2FIRSA86.1713.83**2Canny64.0835.922Sobel90.669.342Prewitt89.9610.042Roberts91.668.34**3FIRSA97.532.47**3Canny31.9468.063Sobel95.864.143Prewitt95.754.253Roberts96.713.29**4FIRSA91.208.80**4Canny24.8775.134Sobel90.499.514Prewitt89.6510.354Roberts92.297.71

In order to verify the validity of VBLD\'s lane detection results in subsection [4.1](#se0090){ref-type="sec"}, Caltech lanes dataset ([@br0020]) has been chosen for lane detection methods comparison due to its widely used in lane detection research for comparative studies. The Caltech lanes dataset consists of four clips (cordova1, cordova2, washington1, and washington2) totalling 1225 frames in the size of $640 \times 480$, which include many types of complex traffic scenes, namely tree shadows, passing vehicles, and other road markings. [Table 9](#tbl0090){ref-type="table"} tabulates the clips description of Caltech lanes dataset.Table 9Caltech lanes dataset descriptions.Table 9ClipTrafficLane marking typeRoad surface conditionNo. of frameNo. of lanecordova1LightSolid, broken, straight, curvedOccluded lane markings, other road markings, worn lane markings250919cordova2LightSolid, broken, straight, curvedOccluded lane markings, other road markings, glare, worn lane markings4061048washington1ModerateSolid, broken, straightOccluded lane markings, other road markings, glare3371274washington2LightSolid, broken, straightOccluded lane markings, other road markings232931**Total12254172**

For lane detection comparison under Caltech lanes dataset, similar evaluation metrics are used, namely lane detection rate and false positive rate in lane detection in Equations [(9)](#fm0090){ref-type="disp-formula"}-[(10)](#fm0100){ref-type="disp-formula"}, respectively. The results show the effectiveness of VBLD in detecting lanes on urban streets with varying conditions, which achieved an average of 90.55% lane detection rate and 9.45% false positive rate results under Caltech lanes dataset as shown in [Table 10](#tbl0100){ref-type="table"}. cordova2 clip obtained lowest lane detection rate and highest false positive rate among the four clips due to false positives were mostly found for right lane of the street with no right lane boundary ([@br0020]). Hence, VBLD detects the curb as the right lane boundary, which resulted higher false positive rate and lower lane detection rate for cordova2 clip. For washington1 clip, most of the false positives were detected under heavy tree shadows at the beginning frames, which contributed 9.94% false positive rate in lane detection. For cordova1 and washington2 clips, both achieved higher lane detection rate above 93.00% under clear conditions except cross stop lines and cross walks that contributed into false positives in lane detection. [Figure 24](#fg0240){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 25](#fg0250){ref-type="fig"} show samples of correct and false positive lane detection results of VBLD for each clip under Caltech lanes dataset, respectively.Table 10Lane detection results for VBLD using Caltech lanes dataset.Table 10ClipNo. of detected laneNo. of correctly detected laneLane detection rate, %No. of false positive laneFalse positive rate, %cordova150046593.00357.00cordova281269084.9812215.02washington167460790.06679.94washington246443794.18275.82**Total2450219990.552519.45**Figure 24Samples of correct lane detection results of VBLD under Caltech lanes dataset.Figure 24Figure 25Samples of false positive lane detection results of VBLD under Caltech lanes dataset.Figure 25

Beside VBLD, other well-known lane detection methods were also compared under Caltech lanes dataset in similar evaluation metrics, namely lane detection rate and false positive rate. Since Caltech lanes dataset consists of four individual clips, the respective clip\'s lane detection rate and false positive rate were averaged. [Table 11](#tbl0110){ref-type="table"} shows the performance comparison of different lane detection methods under Caltech lanes dataset. The comparison was based on two-lane mode. Other than evaluation metrics, environment and runtime were also considered in lane detection methods comparison in [Table 11](#tbl0110){ref-type="table"}. The runtime represents the average computation time to process one frame.Table 11The performance comparison of different lane detection methods under Caltech lanes dataset ([@br0020]).Table 11MethodAverage lane detection rate, %Average false positive rate, %EnvironmentRuntime, ms[@br0020]96.3012.08-- (OpenCV + C++)191[@br0640]98.482.432 cores @ 3.50 GHz (Matlab)121[@br0340]97.281.752 cores @ 3.00 GHz (OpenCL + C++)29.7[@br0360]87.5012.346 cores @ 3.47 GHz (OpenCV + C++)26.1[@br0440]98.55--4 cores @ 3.6 GHz10-13 min (training time)[@br0520]96.332.854 cores @ 2.83 GHz (C++)19.9[@br0370]92.505.852 cores @ 2.30 GHz (OpenCV + C++)180[@br0570]92.78--4 cores @ 3.30 GHz (OpenCV + C++)60.7[@br0330]95.759.912 cores @ 3.0 GHz40[@br0460]93.154.672 cores @ 2.53 GHz (Matlab)400[@br0550]95.902.402 cores @ 2.5 GHz (OpenCV + C)62**VBLD90.559.454 cores @ 1.6GHz (Matlab)13VBLD with real-life datasets94.715.294 cores @ 1.6GHz (Matlab)4.9**

The comparison was carried out in two-lane mode, which the lane detection only applied to the two boundaries of the host lane on Caltech lanes dataset. VBLD results were compared with the lane detection methods described by [@br0020]; [@br0640]; [@br0340]; [@br0360]; [@br0440]; [@br0520]; [@br0370]; [@br0570]; [@br0330]; [@br0460]; [@br0550] under Caltech lanes dataset. The main reason for selecting [@br0020] works is because Aly generated the public Caltech lanes dataset for evaluation and most of the researchers evaluated performance of their lane detection method using this dataset. As shown in [Table 11](#tbl0110){ref-type="table"}, the average lane detection rate of VBLD was 8% lower than the state-of-the-art lane detection method in [@br0440] and most of the lane detection methods in [Table 11](#tbl0110){ref-type="table"}. It is mostly due to state-of-the-art lane detection methods used sophisticated processing environment such as higher processor clock speed per core count and some methods like [@br0340]; [@br0370]; [@br0570]; [@br0550] applied tracking stage after detection stage for enhancing lane detection rate. However, VBLD outperforms most of the state-of-the-art lane detection methods in runtime evaluation. The average computation time of VBLD under Caltech lanes dataset is 13 ms in $640 \times 480$ image resolution. Some of state-of-the-art lane detection methods used top-view based approach for enhancing lane detection rate, which required intensive computing power for Inverse Perspective Mapping (IPM) and prolonged the runtime per frame. Hence, lane detection method with shorter runtime like VBLD is an ideal for real time implementation for lane detection application. Most of the state-of-the-art lane detection methods were implemented in a highly optimised environment like OpenCV and C++, which resulted better lane detection rates in [Table 11](#tbl0110){ref-type="table"}. In addition, the field of view (FOV) for real-life datasets is different compared to the FOV of Caltech lanes dataset. For comparison, real-life datasets contained narrow FOV. Whereas, Caltech lanes dataset contained wider FOV. Hence, FOV of the camera does affect the lane detection results of VBLD, preferably the narrower FOV yielded better lane detection than wider FOV. Wider FOV may resulted poorer lane detection results due to outliers.

VBLD not only is used to compare with the state-of-the-art lane detection methods under Caltech lanes dataset, VBLD with real-life datasets is also presented in [Table 11](#tbl0110){ref-type="table"} for verifying the validity of lane detection results generated in subsection [4.1](#se0090){ref-type="sec"}. [Table 11](#tbl0110){ref-type="table"} shows that VBLD achieved comparable results in average lane detection rate at above 90% and less than 10% of average false positive rate for both datasets. It is noted that real-life datasets contained smaller resolution frame images at $320 \times 180$ and resulted shorter average runtime per frame at 4.9 ms. The main purpose for performance comparison of different lane detection methods in [Table 11](#tbl0110){ref-type="table"} isn\'t completing with the state-of-the-art lane detection methods in evaluation metrics but to provide a mean for identifying the reference points of VBLD in term of evaluation metrics, environment, and runtime compared to the state-of-the-art lane detection methods under similar dataset.

As for lane departure detection comparison, non of public or well-known datasets were identified for providing fair comparison with VBLDW. Hence, VBLDW\'s lane departure detection results generated in subsection [4.1](#se0090){ref-type="sec"} were presented here under real-life datasets. Real-life datasets consist of 69964 frames of road footage for lane departure detection analysis for clips \#1-\#27. Since real-life datasets consists of 27 individual clips, the respective clip\'s lane departure detection rate and false positive rate in lane departure rate were averaged. Out of the total road footage frames, 17508 frames were belong to lane departure warning frames in VBLDW.

[Table 12](#tbl0120){ref-type="table"} presents the overall lane departure detection results for VBLDW. It can be seen that daytime and night-time driving environments were considered in VBLDW in terms of the lane departure detection rate and false positive rate in lane departure detection analysis. In a daytime driving environment, VBLDW achieved an average of 78.63% lane departure detection rate and 21.37% false positive rate in lane departure detection under real-life datasets. However, in a night-time driving environment, VBLDW contributed an average of 83.73 % lane departure detection rate and 16.27% false positive rate in lane departure detection. Although the results show the consistency of VBLDW in lane departure detection under variation of driving environments, however, the false positive rate in lane departure detection using VBLDW is still consider higher at above 16% due to limitation of vision system in overcoming the disturbances such as worn lane markings, low illumination, other road markings like arrow sign, occluded lane markings, and tree shadows.Table 12Overall lane departure detection results for VBLDW under real-life datasets.Table 12MethodAverage lane departure detection rate, %Average false positive rate in lane departure detection, %EnvironmentRuntime, msDaytimeNight-timeDaytimeNight-timeVBLDW78.6383.7321.3716.274 cores @ 1.6GHz (Matlab)5.1

5. Conclusion {#se0110}
=============

In this paper, a vision-based lane departure warning (VBLDW) framework has been presented, composed of a vision-based lane detection (VBLD) framework followed by a computation of the lateral offset ratio. VBLDW has two stages: pre-processing and detection. In the pre-processing stage, a colour space conversion, an extraction of the region of interest, and a finite impulse response saturation autothreshold lane marking segmentation method are implemented, in that order. In the detection stage, the Hough transformation and peak detection, reverse Hough transformation, and the drawing of the detected lines in the original image are implemented. Lastly, the lateral offset ratio is computed for determining whether to issue a lane departure warning. This computation is based on the detected *X*-coordinates of the bottom end-points of each lane boundary in the image plane. Road footage from urban roads and a highway in the city of Malacca were collected for evaluating the performance in lane detection and lane departure detection. The lane detection rate and the false positive rate were studied. An average of lane detection rates of 94.06% and 95.36% were achieved in daytime and night-time driving environments, respectively. The corresponding false positive detection rates were 5.94% and 4.64%, respectively. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the VBLD in detecting lanes under challenging driving conditions, namely daytime and night-time. It has been seen from the evaluation of the performance of this method for lane detection that neither the driving environment nor the traffic flow are the essential factors affecting the performance of the proposed VBLD. Instead, road surface conditions, particularly worn lane markings, were found to be the main contributor to the false positive rate. Benchmark lane marking segmentation methods were also implemented and compared with FIRSA lane marking segmentation method in clips \#1-\#4. Overall, FIRSA lane marking segmentation method achieved higher lane detection rate and lower false positive rate than benchmark lane marking segmentation methods. Besides real-life datasets, a well-known Caltech lanes dataset was used for lane detection comparison with state-of-the-art lane detection methods. In average, VBLD achieved 90.55% lane detection rate and 9.45% false positive rate under Caltech lanes dataset. In the evaluation of the lane departure detection, detection rates of 78.63% and 83.73% were obtained in daytime and night-time driving environments, respectively. The corresponding false positive rates were 21.37%, and 16.27%, respectively. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed VBLDW in detecting lane departures in daytime and night-time driving environments. Although the lane departure detection performs better in a night-time driving environment, low illumination under night-time driving conditions resulted in a lower lane departure detection rate, as observed in clips \#14 and \#25. In a night-time driving environment, the false positive rate was intensified when there were worn lane markings. Nevertheless, based on the experimental results, the proposed system performed effectively under daytime driving environment except clip \#4 under heavy rain weather. However, in real-world situations, low illumination and road surface interference are often encountered in our daily driving. Thus, a vision-based system, especially the lane detection system proposed in this paper as well as the proposed VBLDW system, fall short in terms of their reliability under complex driving environments and road surface conditions. The examples of complex driving environments and road surface conditions encountered in the experiments were low illumination at night, worn lane markings, arrow signs, and occluded lane markings. Future research should include mainly the coverage of all-weather test environments. As a part of an intelligent transportation system, lane detection performance can be further enhanced with inclusion of tracking elements for smoother lane detection results. Also, the vehicle\'s dynamical state can be retrieved to enhance the lane departure detection rate in various road conditions.
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